SALE MANAGER’S NOTE: ERW Mfg. has discontinued the production of custom fixtures and will be offering, at public auction, their complete line of welding and metal manufacturing equipment along with new stock metal, tooling, and support equipment. We will begin the auction promptly at 10:01 A.M. with the equipment and tooling followed by the new stock metal and conclude the auction with the support equipment. All items will be available for online bidding. Lunch and Restrooms on site.

NEW STOCK FIXTURES & SHELVING
Large Selection of Streeter Retail
Shelving
Metal Cabinets all kinds
Shelf Bracketing
Retail Display Fixtures
Peg Board Hooks
Slant Wall
Knote Brackets
CrossBar/Hangrail/End Caps
Tubing Inserts
Caster All Sizes

Wall Standards
Wire Baskets/Units
Metal Table Frames
Panel Dividers
Card Frames
Chrome F Frames
End Panels
Tables
Perforated Shelving
Wire Grate Shelves
Sign Holders

CAMDEN NIBBLING MACHINE
ROUSSOUL MOD 1A 12 TON PUNCH PRESS
ROUSSOUL MOD 1 5 TON V NOTCH PUNCH PRESS
PENKOS 54K 3 TON PUNCH PRESS ALLEN MOD 8 2 TON 1/2 MOON NOTCHER
ROCKFORD 26 TON PUNCH PRESS
FEDERAL 32 TON PUNCH PRESS
FEDERAL 22 TON PUNCH PRESS
ROUSSOUL 5 TON PUNCH PRESS
PENKOS 54K 3 TON PUNCH PRESS
BUFFALO NO 18 DRILL PRESS
CONSOLIDATED 22 TON PUNCH PRESS
BEACON 9 1/4 CAP HD CORNER NOTCHER
PENKOS 4 TON PUNCH PRESS
PENKOS 3 TON PUNCH PRESS
BENCH MASTER 5 TON PUNCH PRESS
WHITNEY JENSEN DEEP THROAT 22 TON PUNCH w/ PNEUMATIC CONTROL
WHITNEY JENSEN DEEP THROAT 22 TON CORNER NOTCHER w/ PNEUMATIC CONTROL
LITE COIL STRAIGHTENER
SCAN TOOL 3” x 48” SEBET LANDER
CHRISTIANA AUTOMATIC ROUTER
DOUBLE WIRE CUT
SHOPBULL ROLLER
CHEP SAW
SHOPBULL TUBE Sander/Polisher

SINGLE PHASE EQUIPMENT
Dyer 25KVA Spot Welder
Ames 30KVA Spot Welder
Ames 100KVA Spot Welder
Gray 8 TON Punch Press
Benchmaster 3 TON Punch Press
Alva Allen 3 TON Punch Press
Benchmaster 1 TON Punch Press
Alva Allen 2 TON Punch Press
Lobsbough 8 TON Punch Press
ROUSSOUL 8 TON PUNCH PRESS
DELMINION HYD PRESS
DELTAC 440 DRILL PRESS
NEW DYNABLAST 10" OPTIMAX PRO

WELDERS
MILLER SYNCRONOMIG 250 SINGLE PHASE
MILLER DRI WW 300 3 PHASE
S-22A WIRE FEEDER
MILLER CP200 3 PHASE S-52E WIRE FEEDER
AIR COOLED AFW-H WIRE FEEDER
HOBART 150 SINGLE PHASE MIG WELDER

WELDING STOCK
Spot Weld Tube, Weld Pins, Nuts, Inserts, Cable

MANUAL & PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT
DELTAC AIR PRESS
CAKE MODEL 50H HYD PRESS BREAK
TENN SMITH MOD-HB-4822 22 GAUGE PIGEON BRAKE
OZCROOD ROD BENDERS
VANCO RICHARDS AIR BENDER
PNEUMATIC PRESS

PALLETS RACKING
10’ x 48” W x 8’ Pallet Racking
20’ Roll a way Conveyor Line
Cantilevered Metal Stock Racking

FORKLIFTS
TOYOTA MODEL: FPG25US #55000
Single Stage LP
CAT T550 3 Stage LP w/ Sideshift

STORAGE TRAILERS
40’ 5/8 Storage Van w/ Rollup Door
40’ T/A Storage Van w/ Swing Doors
24’ 5/8 Storage Van w/ Rollup Door

NEW STOCK METAL
3 PHASE EQUIPMENT
PNEUMATIC
WELDERS
STORAGE TRAILERS
FORKLIFTS
HAND TOOLS & SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

OWNER: ERW MANUFACTURING

For complete details and online bidding go to: www.kentandgabepetersonauctioneers.com